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ABSTRACT 
 
Enterprises that have a presence on the web can approach the user in a variety of ways.  
However, beyond a flashy splash page, a site needs to provide the e-commerce user with an 
experience that is meaningful and successful with regard to completing the user’s intended 
mission. At the same time, a site needs to fulfill the business requirements of the company by 
providing a profitable center for transacting business. To illustrate the correlation between what 
the user sees and the structure that propels that vision forward, Morville’s iceberg analogy 
parallels real life in suggesting that the tip is the part that people tend to deal with (Morville 
2002); the user interface and the graphics with which it is comprised. Largely ignored is the 
support below the surface that is the immense skeletal structure of the beast; the Information 
Architecture and wireframes that will support the branding and web positioning.  This structure, 
which when done successfully, is invisible to the user and ultimately plays an important role in 
providing the road map to each of the participant’s end needs.  
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
rior to the Telecommunications Act of 1999, whose passage made possible profits driven by the use 
of Internet Technology components, the standard model for driving profits was to market, advertise, 
get face to face time with  the client, walk the client through whatever paces were specific to your 
industry and close the sale. This model has changed as various modalities of e-commerce implementations has made 
inroads in both retail and wholesale markets. Companies need to achieve a tighter cohesion between the potential 
customer and the role of marketing and IT specialists. They further need to define the value of their Internet 
presence and what this service can provide within an e-market space.  
 
 This enlarged role for marketers has demonstrated the need for an information architecture that is guided by 
and structured around a business strategy. This strategy in turn needs to be aligned with the user‘s expectations and 
requirements as it has become paramount to provide users with personalized information trails to complete a 
successful business transaction. The following questions become manifest:  
 
1. Why should a company bother to consider information architecture when creating a web site?  
2. Why should they examine their existing strategy in terms of their web presence?  
3. How could a web site‘s information architecture dovetail with the firm‘s strategy?  
 
 Rosenfeld makes a compelling argument that the site‘s information architecture should actually drive a 
business‘s Internet strategy (Rosenfeld January 2002); let the form lead the function, arguing that the definition and 
meaning of the content in fact belies a business‘s strategy. In fact, as the case study provided herein will 
demonstrate, the opposite is not only true, but essential. 
 
 There are multiple factors that can affect the success or failure of an e-commerce endeavor yet it can be 
said with certainty that when the user cannot negotiate through or obtain information he seeks the user will abandon 
the site. To paraphrase Peter Morville, you can‘t buy what you can‘t see. (Morville, August 2002). 
P 
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 In the early 1990‘s many businesses became involved with the Internet as another marketing venue. As 
time quickly went by, there came the realization that the Internet was not simply a vehicle for marketing but that it 
was rapidly becoming a channel for consumers to obtain information, make decisions and have a personalized 
experience. As security was enhanced online, e-commerce became the modus operandi and the target shifted from 
passive marketing to obtaining a competitive edge and utilizing state-of-the-art-technology. 
 
 Starting in 1998 the description of Information Architect became a distinct job title and discipline. 
Companies began to see that just as one would need to have a blueprint in order to design a building that rested on a 
firm structure, a site must have an architecture in order to hold up under the assiduity of users. What was not always 
self-evident was the form in which this structure would dovetail with the visual presentation. Enterprises needed to 
readjust their existing strategies to fit in with the media available on the Internet. 
 
 Companies need to have a clear outlook as to what their e-commerce goals are and how they align with the 
company‘s larger goals (Christensen, 2000).  While the end-result may be the same, the means of getting there may 
be vastly different. While it might seem to be a foregone conclusion that this type of alignment ought to be done, as 
the case study resented herein will show, there is a learning curve to exacting the process and the effects that are 
accomplished by doing so. 
 
WHAT IS INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE? 
 
An inclination to sort and categorize partially defines us as human, while the need for structure and 
organization is essential in order to achieve progress and further innovation.   
 
 Information Architecture is the study of and application of structuring data and information and defining 
user interactions based on the flow of this data. (Rosenfeld, 2002) Information architecture exists to help the user 
retrieve, in the most efficient manner possible, the information which he seeks while allowing the Internet presence 
to achieve its business goals. As users‘ expectations of how to seek information differs, the Information Architect 
must try to incorporate as much differential thinking as he can into this predictive model.  
 
 Architecture, in terms of being defined by the planning and organization required to construct a building, 
the planning of and systematic classification of materials that are necessary to construct the structural support and 
physical layout, lends itself as a metaphor for the construction and navigation of virtual spaces as well. Architecture 
is the combining of visual pleasure with functional structure, and this applies to both physical constructions as well 
as ‗virtual‘ ones. A good architect must: 
 
1. ascertain client needs  
2. organize those needs into a coherent pattern that clarifies their nature and interactions, and  
3. design a space that will meet the occupants' specific needs. (Wyllys, 2002) 
 
 Analogously, the science of planning navigation, anticipating the way in which different users interact with 
the information logically and determining the best layout for the needs of the user, also prevails within the world of 
information. As the layout and floor plan of a church would have different specifications than that of a marketplace, 
so today‘s information and ‗floor plan‘ of web sites should be specific to meet the needs of the user and the ‗floor 
plan‘ of the owner.  
 
 While much of Information Architecture is based on the Library and Information Science school, 
Ranganathan‘s 5 Laws of Library Science should have particular meaning for anyone practicing Information 
Architecture. The 5 Laws are:  
 
1. Books are for use.  
2. Every reader his or her book.  
3. Every book its reader.  
4. Save the time of the reader.  
5. The Library is a growing organism. (Steckel, 2002) 
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 These can be applied to the Internet by substituting ‗web site‘ for books and ‗user‘ for reader. The ―library‖ 
is, of course, the World Wide Web itself. 
 
 Ranganathan believed that information should be classified depending on its facets, and the fact that 
―faceted navigation‖ and ―faceted search‖ have become parts of the web lexicon, substantiate this belief. The facets 
he declared were: 
 
1. Personality—what the object is primarily ―about.‖ This is considered the ―main facet.‖  
2. Matter—the material of the object  
3. Energy—the processes or activities that take place in relation to the object  
4. Space—where the object happens or exists 
5. Time—when the object occurs (Steckel, 2002) 
 
 From this he developed a system of colon classification wherein each facet was separated from another 
facet by the colon. If applied to information objects on the web, one can better refine classifications at the same time 
as allowing for further flexibility. This occurs because the nature of the information or ‗object‘, where it exists and 
when it occurs all become relevant to the classification of that object through its facets and its juxtaposition to other 
information in the ‗library‘. 
 
 What is the relevance between faceted classification and library science? Circling back to the metaphor of 
building architecture, the layout of the structure must be based on a functional schema that represents not only the 
individual ‗rooms‘ but the flow and framework which will hold together those individual units. There is no one 
classification system, which can be applied to every web site on the Internet; each architecture must be customized 
to best enhance the business strategy of that enterprise. Yet, the systematic discovery of the layout of this 
architecture should be based on some generic principles so that eventually this analysis becomes a uniform structure 
that enables ‗readers‘ to find their ‗book‘ and save their time. This discovery process and its principles are being 
molded under the umbrella of Information Architecture. 
 
 Two of the foremost accredited architects of this practice are Peter Morville and Louis Rosenfeld who, in 
conjunction with the firm Argus Associates, began espousing the organization and the importance of information 
structure and popularized the term Information Architecture (Morville, Rosenfeld 1998 ―Information Architecture of 
the World Wide Web‖). They began by delineating schemes and structures for systems of organization. They put 
into practice the Library and Information Science school of Information Architecture, which is based on establishing 
categories and breaking them down further into hierarchies of sub categories for the efficient retrieval of relevant 
information.  
 
 Over time, the definition and parameters for what defines Information Architecture has become at the same 
time larger and yet more refined. The amounts of data that became available exploded. The difference between sites 
that have scalable information architecture and those that can not grow with the firm‘s expanding definitions 
separate success from failure for a business concern.  
 
 There may be a question for the need for a separate Information Architecture discipline yet, when you go to 
a site whose architecture fails, it is immediately apparent. To coin a phrase, ‗Faulty Information Architecture may be 
hard to define, but I know it when I see it.‘  Often the user has had to ‗bail out‘ of a process because it was too 
convoluted or pertinent information was not given until the final step, or that they don‘t have the means to pay in the 
mode required (e.g. a PayPal account). Research shows that most people fail to complete the shopping experience 
not due to product disinterest but after a failure to successfully navigate through the site. (Barker, 2005)  
  
 It is the job of the Information Architect to plan out the grouping of information and the categorizing of 
content, the levels of these hierarchies and how the user interacts with them. The display of these components, as 
well as the manner of this display, will effect how the user interprets the information and is educated by it. The two 
major subsets of site users are those who come to the site with familiarity of the labels, products or information and 
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those who come to the site anew needing education regarding those same components. Good architecture will 
accommodate these 2 groups without alienating either. 
 
 Informational paths need to make sense regardless of the direction from which they are approached. 
Navigational schemes need to be dynamic enough to provide the user with a path not only to what they are looking 
for, but also a path back.   
 
 Navigation also needs to provide clues as to where the user is being taken and if they have already been 
there. 
 
 Sites which have a high redundancy of links have a higher success rate in regards to their users remaining 
on the site, than those with more linear navigational schemes – one way in, one way out. (Kimen, 2003) As users 
interpret data in a variety of ways a site should provide each user with multiple routes of getting to information. 
 
 One such method is faceted classification which is when a resource is classified under one heading from 
each facet that applies to it. If one reflects back on Ranganathan‘s principles of library classification, breaking down 
an element into 5 properties and describing them from this viewpoint, one can see that in this sense any product or 
idea can be classified by a series of its properties or by omitting parameters if that particular resource does not 
contain a given property. Today seventy-seven per cent of sites use faceted navigation to provide their users with a 
variety of ways to complete their task.
1
  
 
 Information Architecture encompasses many facets: design, labeling, placement, metaphors, flow, usability 
and findability to name a few. Part of the job of an architect is to anticipate and provide a smooth path for the user 
moving through the site. In an ideal world, user testing, functional requirements, wireframes delineating global and 
localized navigational schemes and flow charts are all produced before a design is created and pages are coded. 
Likewise, taxonomy and ensuing nomenclature are established and used consistently throughout the content 
portions. Sites which fail to include Information Architecture as one of the steps during development run the risk of 
losing the user within the experience and having him abandon the site as well as the product or brand for the long 
term. (Lager, 2006) 
 
WHAT IS BUSINESS STRATEGY? 
 
 A business concern needs to have a business plan that encompasses specifying the organization‘s goals and 
policies as well as a strategy for achieving that end. (Moore, 2002) A good business strategy will provide an 
overlying direction for the entire organization while taking into account resources, logistics and objectives. It must 
also consider its competitive advantages and place itself in a position to complete its vision in a manner that is 
efficient and seamless while lending itself to the greatest possible return on its investments. The real test of its 
ability to survive is the adaptation from a traditional business design to a business designed for a market 
environment largely dominated by e-commerce. 
 
 To compete and succeed in the e-commerce sphere, a company needs to structurally change its internal 
supports, like repositioning the framework of a building.  This foundational shift means that a company must 
develop an innovative e-business strategy, focusing on speed to market and an implementation of services which are 
par excellence. (Alter, 2006) Firms seeking to compete in the e-commerce world must also develop a strong e-
business infrastructure focused on continual adjustments and never-ending innovation, allowing customers to have 
the latest online technology without losing site of the cost of change and whether these modifications are really 
strategically enhancing. (Christensen, 2003) 
 
 Navigating from the broadest high level business strategy to a route which can be translated to an 
actionable path is a task that is neither self-evident nor painless.  A successful company needs to make informed 
choices about its own goals, strengths/weaknesses and its market position with regards to consumers, competitors, 
                                                 
1 http://www.webdesignpractices.com/navigation/facets.html 
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investors and stakeholders. The options that these companies ultimately choose will determine how the company 
tailors its activities to get customers to the products and information that they need, in real time and at the right 
price. The combination of incorporating these choices while providing customers with a set of parameters that fulfill 
their expectations is a balance that must be achieved in order to succeed on both the corporate and client sides of the 
equation.  
 
 The development of the Internet has exponentially increased the breadth of choices for moving from a 
strategic platform to direct action with immediate results. Through websites, online marketing, search engine 
optimization and marketing, companies can reach a much broader range of people and must be able to accommodate 
an extremely diverse market.  Through personalization and targeted marketing, companies can identify precisely 
what customers want, who they are, how they go about finding it and what problems they may encounter either 
during the process or after it.  By using this knowledge to customize these choices and expand the opportunities 
involved in these interactions, consumers‘ online experiences will not only impact their immediate purchase but how 
they view the company and whether or not they will return. (Lager, 2006) Unless the experience reflects the 
company‘s long range online business goals it cannot be considered a success for either the consumer or the 
enterprise.  
 
 E-commerce plays an essential part of any business strategy. Forrester Research  predicted American firms 
alone would sell US $316 billion in goods and services via the Web by 2010. That figure would more than double 
2004's online spending to account for some 12 percent of all retail sales, up from about 7 percent today. (LeClaire, 
2005). 
 
 E-commerce is not different at the heart of the equation, exchange of goods or services for compensation, 
and yet the electronic medium forces companies to re-examine how they attend to their business strategy within this 
channel while still achieving their specific goals. Some of the changing parameters to consider are how the customer 
drives the process by tilting the equation to the demand side, the way in which people purchase via online and 
mobile communications, and the exponential changes in the development of technological innovations and devices.  
 
 Organizations need to account for the information that is purveyed online as the customer does much of 
their own research and going through a portion of the decision making process before getting to the actual product. 
This informational model has radically changed the way a business must approach and expect to do business with 
each new and existing customer. Many consumers now arrive at the decision point armed with knowledge of the 
product, a more precise idea of what they want, how much they want to pay for it and in what fashion it will be 
delivered.  
 
 As customers‘ expectations have risen due in part to the many avenues by which to access information, 
successful companies will raise the service levels to meet these expectations. Therefore a positive customer 
experience has become a company's most highly sought after asset. This relationship is worth more than the 
company‘s products itself, not just in terms of establishing the customer-to-company bond but the process of 
retaining and maintaining that loyalty has become paramount. A company‘s strategy needs to encompass finding 
and retaining the most profitable and loyal customers and doing that in real time. 
 
 One reason that the task of maintaining a good customer relationship is so daunting is that one of the 
greatest unknown factors in an online experience is the customer‘s interactivity with the site. As the company has 
limited control over the each step of the consumer‘s responses, it has to try to foresee the user‘s responses and guide 
them toward the company‘s end goal. The job of the information architect is to provide enough data for a wide 
breadth of users to navigate through the site, each with their own agenda in hand, and yet steer them towards the 
company‘s goals.  
 
 A conflict arises between the ability to sustain traditional business goals and maintain a business 
environment that has become increasingly subject to the e-business paradigm. Companies can make the mistake of 
first developing an e-commerce application and then retrofitting it to force their existing business strategy into this 
model, neglecting not only their own objectives but simultaneously forfeiting the needs of the user. Thirty-eight 
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percent of the home pages recently reviewed by Forrester failed to provide adequate evidence that they supported 
user goals. (Dorsey, 2005) If a user fails to find their goals or a self-evident path to those goals on the landing page, 
the likelihood of them continuing to search for their objective drops dramatically. (Bodine, 2005)   
 
 In order to address the need to present a meaningful path for user goals, a hierarchy must be established 
within the information itself. The architecture of this hierarchy should be concise and directly linked to the 
company‘s e-business strategy.  
 
 There are 2 main types of Information Architecture: top-down and bottom-up. Top-down structure reveals 
how an organization is structured and affects the navigational schemes at the uppermost levels
2
.  Bottom-up 
architecture starts at the most granular levels and looks at how to describe information. Top-down is a methodology 
that asks the questions, bottom-up is the process of how to organize the answers. Architecting an entire site from a 
bottom-up approach would be self-defeating. To present the answers before you know what the questions are only 
serves to force you to ask specific questions. The questions asked should fulfill the business goals and the answers 
should be specific enough to capture the myriad interpretations of the questions that the user may have as well as the 
intended answer the company may have pre-conceived.  
 
 Aside from simply answering a set of ‗questions‘, once a firm decides to go forward with an e-presence it 
not only needs to address its business strategy but also to address who its customers are, what form their online 
needs will take and how best to fulfill those needs. The use of Information Architecture is essential in presenting that 
information. Web sites need to focus on the questions because a consumer comes to a site with a specific set of 
questions in mind and the ability to answer them defines the success of that site. 
 
 Information architects should apply the business strategy, as defined by the business leaders and managers, 
as the end point and address who the user is, how he will voyage through the site to reach that end point and how 
best to use the information provided. At times putting together a cohesive information architecture can expose gaps 
in informational structures by finding pockets where information is not satisfactory or available or by exposing user 
paths which lead to dead ends or unsatisfactory experiences. However, in order to avoid the chicken and the egg 
problem, the information architecture must follow the online strategy and be available to highlight deficits; it should 
not be relied upon for developing these strategies around the given content. 
  
REDESIGN CASE STUDY 
 
Redesign Advantage:  macromedia.com 
 
What worked: 
 
 In March of 2003 Macromedia redesigned their existing website. Macromedia was on the cusp of launching 
a new product version, Flash MX 2004, had recently merged with Allaire and was able to recognize that their site 
was dated and stale. As Penny Wilson at Macromedia.com puts it, ―‘Brochureware‘ sites with lots of content and 
little functionality had given way to sites where visitors could use web applications to conduct actual business.‖ The 
merging of the two information centers did not proceed smoothly from a user standpoint nor did the backend 
architecture process the information in a way which was efficient, vis-à-vis the technical level of the user 
community and the technical advances that had been made in the preceding few years. Macromedia takes pride in 
and is adept at listening to their users; upgrading of products and interfaces as well as website revisions is based 
largely on user feedback. Customers were trying to use content and services across the two partially merged sites 
and the perception was not one of a unified experience. Applications had been introduced in piecemeal portions, so 
that the navigation and interactivity weren‘t familiar or homogeneous. Despite the 250,000 a day download rate of 
                                                 
2 However an organization‘s structure is often not the best outline to follow for a navigational scheme. In fact following a 
company‘s internal classifications may not only be meaningless for the user but actually confounding. A case where this might be 
an exception is on an intranet site where the structure of the organization is knowledge brought by most users to the site. 
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Macromedia Flash, Macromedia wanted a better return on their investment in the web as defined by an increase in 
the number of Flash upgrades to MX as well as increasing their daily download rate for first time users. 
 
 Macromedia proceeded with the mantra ―We believe that great experiences build great businesses‖ 
(Wilson, 2002) in a true marriage of business goals (great business) and Information Architecture (great 
experiences). Ultimately, their success would be established by finding the balance between business and user goals. 
In recognizing that their web experience needed to be improved in order to further their business objectives, 
Macromedia proceeded with a face-lift, back-end redesign and architectural web restructure focused around their 
users. They assessed, at each turn, how the changes to be implemented would not only enable the company to 
achieve their goals but how and where it would enhance the user experience. For their efforts they were scored the 
highest-ever ranking by Forrester Research's Site Review. (Manning, 2003) The site redesign and re-architecting 
also helped achieve the critical business goal of driving trial downloads. 
 
 Using two major metrics, conversion to sales and conversions to downloads of trials, Macromedia realized 
that roughly half their site‘s pages received little or no usage as delineated by these metrics.  Eliminating this 
content, allowed them to effort a better user experience with cleaner paths through the remaining pages which drove 
users to click through to the appropriate content which had a higher return on the measured metric. Statistics on 
views per page was also used as an indicator that customers were locating and using the information. 
 
 First they recognized that the new design should enhance the targets of the company; to directly further the 
purchase and download of both the (former) Allaire products and their own products, predominantly the new Flash 
MX. Bearing also in mind their customers‘ targets they developed different customer ‗personae‘ and worked to 
target each role through their architecture bringing that persona to a desired goal of product downloads. 
 
 They broke consumers into buckets such as the HTML developer who might inquire if DreamWeaver will 
meet his development needs, while another might be the technology manager who searches for a tool that allows the 
commercial user to maintain his Web pages. (Manning, 2003) 
 
 They further refined their targets by asking:  
 
1. Who are we targeting? -  clients who had already purchased the Flash MX product and to upgrade those 
users to the most current version. 
2. What do you want your users to come away from the experience with? -  the value of the improvements of 
the new features and benefits of the MX 2004 rollout. 
3. What task is the user trying to complete by coming to the site? - upgrade users were particularly interested 
in testing new software, therefore the site was littered with links to easily access trials and demos. 
4. And, of course, in linking the e-commerce goals to the business strategy the final assessment was what 
were the main goals of the site? Having this parameter in mind allowed the redesign team, Architects and 
visual Designers, to have an objective criterion against which directions taken could be measured. The key 
was to get into alignment both the business and user goals. The other important question for any architect to 
ask is what problem is being solved by implementing this change? It became fundamental to ask if the 
change being made was really going to make a significant positive impact or detract from an existing 
beneficial aspect of the site.  
 
 By first identifying who their users were and targeting what their needs were, as well as a strategy to satisfy 
those needs, Macromedia was able to hone in on the best possible ways for users to use navigational paths, drill 
down to information, receive the data they needed, and continue on to make a purchase around that information.  
 
 Macromedia then proceeded to implement this strategy to the site by improving the design, navigation, 
content, and application: improvement as was measured by making the user experience more robust and successful.  
They changed the look and feel of the site, de-cluttered the look of the home page, re-categorized and added new 
content areas which could expand and encompass the changing needs of the business, and modified the global 
navigation to make the path to services and information more direct and easier to follow.  
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 Macromedia found that their statistics bore out their initial hunches about users and effective usage of the 
site: 
 
1. Home page churn went down -11%. This was the result of reorganizing and renaming menu categories. 
Subcategories were created to better expose lower level site content so that users were aware of the breadth 
and depth of information and how to find a user path to it. 
2. Store conversions went up +29.7%. The new product rollout was enhanced by streamlined paths from the 
home page to actual product information. The information path was them streamlined to the product 
checkout process. 
3. Units sold per visit increased +67%. This increase was largely credited to cross selling, achieved through 
better navigational and content systems as well as call-outs to action (―Upgrade Today!‖) which were 
placed prominently on the page and repeated with regular redundancy throughout the site. 
4. Searches enacted on the site went down -29%. This reflects the user being able to locate their goal from the 
information provided directly on the page without having to resort to the search engine to locate items for 
them. Users may go to Google or a comparable search engine to find a given site, without trying a URL 
first, but resort to the search engines on a site when all other hopes of finding their target have otherwise 
failed. Improved navigation was credited for the decrease in search after the site redesign. 
 
 The chart below (figure 1) is a snapshot statistic of Macromedia‘s site performance overall in March 2003, 
but captures the direct correlation between user performance and their satisfaction in using the site. Performance is 
measured by the business goals for the site and satisfaction as being a reflection of the Information Architecture that 
provided ease of use, ‗findability‘ and general facilitation for the user throughout his journey. (Ramadan, 2006) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 
 
 
What did not work: 
 
 The first attempt at redesign for Macromedia, while proving highly successful against metrics that the 
company sought to improve, proved largely inadequate against a measure that seemingly no one had considered.  
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 As Macromedia makes many tools for all aspects of web design, it needed to consider not only who their 
target audience was but what the level of expertise and existing tools those users would have at their disposal. 
Particularly, as this redesign was intended to push the Flash MX upgrade, it was important that the design 
community have the best experience. While their testing showed that their logged on users were 91% IE or Netscape 
users, in January just before the redesign, MAC released its Safari version, which large numbers of people in the 
design community had begun using. (Ramadan, 2006) Macromedia had not considered this community in their 
development and this became a major issue. In a similar faux pas the performance of the site itself was very slow on 
the Opera browser which was just gaining popularity around that time. Not surprisingly, therefore, Macromedia‘s 
most vocal critics of the site were MAC users: while only 11% of Macromedia‘s users were MAC based, a hefty 
41% of respondents who turned in surveys came directly from this user community. (Ramadan, 2006) 
 
 When Macromedia launched the new site it was built almost entirely in Flash, as a way to showcase Flash‘s 
capabilities, and the download times became onerous, particularly for non-Windows developers. As people were 
(are) still running on dial-up modems, the download time became an issue as navigational components and menu 
items were the last to load on the page. Macromedia‘s pitch for Flash, in particular for the new MX update was how 
Flash could be used to improve these exact elements for both developers and clients and yet on their own home page 
these elements were not easy or practical to access. Macromedia was in fact alienating a large core user community; 
core in that these were the very people whose use or non-use of the product could make or break its survival.  
 
 Macromedia also tended to overlook the disability guidelines for user accessibility. In an attempt to 
compensate, the site was mirrored in a flat HTML version, which users who could not navigate a mouse or had other 
interactive problems accessing Flash, could default to. However, this was also a failure from an architectural 
standpoint in that the link to this alternate site, which apparently appeared on each page, was small and difficult to 
find.  
 
 Macromedia rushed to remedy these problems, wisely calling the redesign a ‗beta release‘ allowing them 
the flexibility (from a public relations standpoint) to return to the drawing board. In true Macromedia fashion, they 
received input from the user community and made the appropriate changes. Within 10 days the site had been 
reverted to a primarily HTML driven site, replacing the overarching umbrella.swf file that had been at the heart of 
driving the site. This was fundamental in that the company needed to, and recognized the need to, put aside their 
goal of using their site as an exhibit for the product and prioritized instead the user‘s need to access information via 
the pre-existing technology. 
 
 In response to user dissatisfaction, Macromedia cleaned up the home page, reducing the promotional space 
and creating 6 panels of information. They had implemented a ‗tray‘ system of navigation (basically a pull down 
area) which at first users missed or disliked, but once removed clamored for its reinstatement. This exemplifies the 
behaviour that users are resistant to change but can quickly scale a learning curve to incorporate new enhancements.  
 
 Similarly, the users expressed a desire for a direct deeper path into the site from the home page. In order to 
accommodate this request, as well as the needs of the user who wanted/needed the mid-level information (returning 
to the model of basically 2 types of user), became a challenge for the Information Architect. This was resolved in 
part by creating a smaller area for detailed instructional messaging and adding more informational links which went 
directly deep into the site. In providing these informational links they created a better balance between marketing 
messages, requested content and the flexibility to add any popular site items like updates or particular promotional 
buckets.    
 
 If one had looked only at the measure of success as indicated from the business metrics, one would assume 
that there was no more to be done. ―Unique visitors, total page views, and time per visit all remained stable. The 
trend of increased store conversion, which measures the number of people visiting the store compared with the 
number of people purchasing from the store, continued to rise above pre-Beta 1 levels. Also, as reported last week, 
the number of Exchange downloads continues to break pre-Beta 1 records, and the number of membership 
registrations remains at four times.‖ (Ramadan, 2006)  Yet, by looking beyond the initial metrics laid out 
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Macromedia not only increased their business opportunities but enhanced their users‘ experience. In resolving their 
user‘s issues Macromedia retained its existing base and was able to capitalize on new customers. 
 
 What this experience reflects from an Information Architectural viewpoint is several things. A highly 
refined usability testing and audience targeting, not just from the perspective of ‗who‘ but also of ‗how‘, may have 
fleshed out these rather large issues earlier on.  Having once targeted the who, how and why, even if they had 
decided to proceed against these incompatibilities, a solid navigational architecture could have provided alternatives. 
In marrying Macromedia‘s business goals with the needs of their users and providing those users with the tools and 
means to attain those goals Macromedia created satisfied loyal customers who, in turn, supported Macromedia‘s 
business.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
 Users and their interactivity with information on a site is an important process within any electronic 
transaction. Any site needs to have a comprehensive layout for their users to follow and understand.  
 
 A company should first establish its business strategy as it applies to the web and work forward from this 
strategy in defining their content, flow, user experience; asking first the questions and drilling down to the granular 
levels of answers. An organization around this process must be laid out in regards to navigation, labeling, user 
expectations and company structures. An individual, who is capable of logically steering this process, creating visual 
representations that other participants, such as designers and coders, can use as a guide and who can incorporate 
both the users‘ and corporate interests, is essential in today‘s Internet build process. 
 
 E-businesses which neglect to include this process of logical structure and flow for their users will suffer 
the consequences in terms of lost revenue, site abandonment and attrition of customer loyalty. Without taking into 
account the particular facets of the media of the web, a pre-existing business strategy can become not only stagnant 
but inappropriate to the point of rendering itself ineffective. Even successful companies can find that their profit 
margins may suffer if there is no process by which to dovetail their strategy into their application‘s information. 
Refinements attuned to the needs of their users, keeping in mind the company‘s own goals, can greatly enhance 
ROI, customer stickiness and revenue, to name but a few metrics of success.  
 
 Once a business has laid out an approach for their e-commerce site the information that supports this 
channel must work to enhance that strategy and bring it to fruition. If the information supports the strategy but the 
user cannot find it, navigate easily to it or retrieve it at will, then it is in effect useless. The information that the 
company has must be meaningful and presentable to the user in function as well as form. 
 
 No well built site today can avoid including Information Architecture as a process step without severely 
running the risk of having the site run amok. Likewise, no Information Architecture should be allowed to proceed 
without first having a clear understanding of what is the e-business strategy for that entity and how it works in 
relation to the strategy for that business sector; two things which must be considered when attempting to bring into 
alignment the customer‘s expectations with the end goal for the site. Information Architecture should not be 
developed as a means to expose the holes in the business strategy but should work hand in hand in negotiating the 
landscape that encompasses both theoretical models.  
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